Run #19
VIKING - (UNHCR BUILDING - DILI)
It looked to be a quiet Sunday hash run as few people were waiting outside the UNHCR
building. The Beermaster had arrived and the idea was to forget the run and start
drinking. Not long after, the usual crowd of 40 hashers had arrived and it unfortunately
ruined our plans. Newbies were spread throughout the meet and hash namings were off to
a quick start for some. Peter pushed in front of Kali (the ASST GM) whilst trying to sign
in. He was awarded the hash naming of "CUT OFF".
VIKING gave the usual spiel about the track, stating that it was a walk in the park. The
run itself may have been, but the markings (although well tracked) confused many of the
hashers. Several people went the wrong way at the first intersection (OLD FART AND
THE DOC) which is of concern after being told to go the opposite direction. Two
hundred metres down the track there was more confusion (as a good hare sets out to do)
but eventually "ON ON" echoed throughout the suburbs guiding the crew to the correct
route. VB and FELIZ JONES set the pace and the likes of SCRUBBER, DYLAN and
CUTE AS made sure that they did not commit to any unnecessary mileage (along with
many others). The newly named newbie "Wonderbra" (who set the record for the
quickest hash named newbie) showed some excellent form for a mature bloke. KALI was
concerned when he saw David (WONDER BRA) from behind with a bra on. At the
completion of the run he worked out that it was a heart rate monitor, hence the hash
naming "WONDER BRA". Once the team had reached "the hold check" it was downhill
to the start point. The hounds were racing with "VB" in front and others close behind
dodging the shit from all kinds of animals that lived in the small villages. Everybody
succeeded the slight downhill and charged in for a great finish. A hot afternoon saw many
a hasher enjoy a few cold ones.
Down Downs:
VIKING - HARE FOR A SHIT RUN
KOALA - TURNED UP IN JEANS / DID NOT RUN
7 Newbies
Hash Naming:
Diana Isaac: CUTE AS
Nicki Sexton: SEX-ON
Peter Benson: CUT OFF
David …: WONDER BRA
Mark Clayton: PLAYDOUGH
Cumming Events
14SEP Sydney Thirsty H3 Pre Olympics Opening Ceremony
16SEP Gold Coast Joint RED DRESS Charity Run
23-24SEP Tambourine Mtn Berging Comp.
30SEP Mandurah 800th
20-22OCT Sydney Bushrangers 700th Wisemans Ferry NSW $120 for the weekend

Cumming Runs:
Run 20 10SEP Ilean
Run 21 17SEP Latrine
Run 22 24SEP Flash Fucker & Skip
Run 23 01 OCT Bottoms Up (unofficial)
Run 24 08 OCT VB
Run 25 15 OCT Feliz Jones
ON ON

